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On March 24, 2021, at approximately 1045 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation
(BCI) Special Agents Jim Mulford (SA Mulford) and Rick Ward (SA Ward) interviewed Columbus
Division of Police (CPD) Officer John Kifer (Officer Kifer) regarding a fatal shooting incident
between Andrew Teague (Teague) and members of the Columbus Division of Police and
Franklin County Sheriff's Office (FCSO). Also present for the interview was Officer Kifer’s union
attorney, Nicole Wannemacher.

This interview was audio recorded, and a copy of the recording was saved electronically within
the case file. Please refer to the recording for specific quotes. The following is a summation of
the interview.

On March 05, 2021, an Officer-Involved Critical Incident (OICI) occurred on Interstate 270
Northbound on Big Walnut Creek Bridge, Columbus, Ohio. Andrew Teague was wanted on a
Felonious Assault warrant and fled from multiple jurisdictions in a vehicle pursuit. The pursuit
culminated with Teague driving the wrong way into oncoming traffic on I-270 causing several
crashes. Law enforcement officers from CPD and FCSO encountered Teague and ultimately
discharged their firearms striking him. Teague died as a result of those gunshot wounds.

Prior to beginning the interview, SA Mulford provided Officer Kifer with a BCI Criminal
Investigation Notification form. SA Mulford advised BCI was conducting a criminal investigation
separate from any internal investigation that CPD may be conducting. Officer Kifer was told his
interview was voluntary and that he could stop answering questions at any time. Officer Kifer
verbally confirmed he understood the contents of the form and signed the document further
acknowledging his understanding. A copy of the signed Criminal Investigation Notification
(CIN) is attached to this report.

Attorney Nicole Wannemacher provided SA Mulford with a written statement from Officer
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Kifer regarding the OICI. Agent Mulford reviewed the statement upon receipt. Furthermore,
SA Mulford provided a printed scene sketch of the OICI scene to reference throughout the
interview. Officer Kifer signed his statement provided to BCI, and he verified the statement was
a true and accurate depiction of the OICI incident. Please refer to Officer Kifer’s statement for
further details. A copy of the signed written statement was saved within the case file and is
attached to this report.

SA Mulford asked Officer Kifer a few follow-up questions and had him confirm where he fired
his weapon from based on the printed scene sketch. Officer Kifer’s answers appeared to be
consistent with his written statement.

Officer Kifer did confirm he was unaware of who fired the initial shots. He reported hearing
gunshots as he exited his marked cruiser.

Officer Kifer wrote in his statement, “ I quickly exited my cruiser, while unholstering my
weapon. As soon as I exited my cruiser, I heard shots being fired. Initially I could not see
the suspect and I did not know who had fired. I ran northbound on the left (west) side of
the hammer lane on I-270N. I ran several yards and I just ran past a white SUV, when I saw
the suspect running southbound in the berm of I-270 with a silver gun in his right hand.
I saw the suspect rack the slide of the gun, as if he was clearing a jam or had just loaded
another magazine. I backed up and went to the rear passenger corner of the white SUV for
some concealment. I believe that there was a driver in the SUV but I do not believe there were
any passengers. I peaked out with just enough of my head to see the suspect running past the
passenger side of a vehicle in the far right (east) lane with his gun pointed in my direction. It is
at the moment that I began firing my weapon. I believe I fired two shots and the suspect ducked
back behind the vehicle that was in front of him. I edged closer to the rear edge of the white
SUV I was behind and within a second or two, I saw the suspect’s head peak back up from the
front passenger side door of vehicle with the gun still in his hand and I immediately fired at the
suspect again. I stopped firing because I saw the suspect go down.

Furthermore, Officer Kifer detailed, “At the time I fired my weapon, I was in fear for my life
as well as the lives of the civilians in the area. I knew that the suspect was wanted out of a
felonious assault in which he was alleged to have fired multiple rounds. Immediately before
I fired my shots, the suspect had refused to stop for officers for over 90 minutes, drove the
wrong way down the freeway causing a head on collision, bailed out of the car after the accident
and ran down the interstate with a gun in his hand trying to flee. I also heard rounds being
fired several seconds before I encountered the suspect and when the suspect saw me, he tried
to take cover behind a vehicle and leveled his gun directly at me, I did not believe I had any
other choice to protect my life and the lives of the other people in the area at the time I fired
my weapon."

Officer Kifer had no further information.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01:2021-03-24 CPD Officer John Kifer Interview
Attachment # 02:Officer Kifer - CIN Form
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Attachment # 03:Officer Kifer - Statement
Attachment # 04:EdgeFx Scene Diagram1
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